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For [J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 28, 483 (2011)], corrected versions of Eqs. (1) and (2) are provided owing to editing errors in
the original copy. Full article text and calculations are unchanged. © 2013 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (010.1290) Atmospheric optics; (010.1330) Atmospheric turbulence; (010.3310) Laser beam
transmission.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/JOSAA.30.002415
In [1], Eqs. (1) and (2) should be as follows:








Φnκ; α  Aα · ~C2n · ς2 · κ2z  ς2κ2x  κ2y−α2. (2)
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